The Sheep Show

Edu-tainment at its best

Appearing at over 90 shows a year in front of an estimated 2.5 million people, this unique show has captured the hearts and attention of many.

New Zealanders Richard Savory and his presenters Stuart and Warren entertain and educate, with their fantastic sheep all over the country.

‘Nobby’ The Norfolk Horn stands Centre stage while others are introduced to their podiums, all to their own theme tunes – “Our Rasta looking sheep comes on to a bit of Bob Marley”

We learn about each breed’s attributes & how wool from the sheep’s back becomes a jumper to wear. The shearing demonstration is well commentated and has the audience captivated. The 30 minute show is cleverly devised, highly entertaining and extremely informative – a rare combination. The highlight is “The Sheep Show Hustle”, or dancing sheep!

Set on its own stage trailer with sound and lighting, The Sheep Show can be performed up to 4 times daily and backstage the stars can be seen throughout the day.
What did you think?

“Great fun – Brilliantly presented and what great sheep.”

“I keep sheep and found the show hilarious, it educates the public and my Texel is now called Terry.”

“Brilliant Show, laughed and laughed, the absolute highlight of the day. Still talking about the Sheep Show Hustle and it’s 5 days later.”

“Saw your show yesterday, it made a great day perfect.”

Other activities

Dog and Duck Show

Stuart and his team perform shows all over the UK during the summer season with the Dog and Duck Show, which demonstrates to audiences how untrained and poorly behaved dogs still have a programmed natural instinct and how they can understand canine behaviour. Using his humorous Kiwi style Stuart gives his audience an insight into how to understand domesticated animals and their behaviours, looking at how these animals work as a pack and communicate with each other.

The dog & duck show is a entertaining and educational show, where untrained and trained Collie dogs demonstrate their natural instincts and the presenter uses dog psychology to help dog owners understand the way of the dog.

Appearing at over 30 shows in 2012, this unique show is different from the norm. Stuart Barnes has travelled to over 100 countries working with wildlife, and his passion for the canine specie has led him to understand this pack animal. In his demonstrations, Stuart and his team, use trained and untrained sheep dogs on their ducks to amuse and
educate the audience about common dog behaviour problems. During this 30 minute show, there is audience participation as the ducks are led through the famous obstacle course, as well as demonstrations on how untrained and poorly behaved dogs still have a programmed natural instinct, and shows the audience how to understand the canine specie behaviour and the way of the dog.

**Sheep Racing**

Meet the stars of the show racing over a furlong in the main arena. Meet and greet the sheep in the collecting ring before the big race. No bets baa….d.

**Sheep Road Show**

Set on its own stage, 3 sheep breeds are introduced with music on to the stage – a humorous shearing commentary shows the finer points of shearing a sheep and explains what happens to the wool.

**Perfect for small and corporate events**

Email info@sheepshow.fsnet.co.uk  
Phone: Richard Savory on 01328 829888 or 07876 593800  
Website: www.thesheepshow.co.uk